FS – E-learning Hub
Learning Management System (LMS) = Online
classes = Collaboration + Assessment + Tracking
Benefits

The FS E-leaning Hub is a hosted solution that
caters to all your schools learning management
needs through the following functionality.
Responsive Interface

The E-learning Hub is designed to be responsive and
accessible, the interface is easy to navigate on desktops,
laptops tablets and mobile phones.
This new design provides a simple, lightweight, efficient,
compatible, low-tech browser interface.

Look and Feel

The overall interface experience is directed at making the
new user feel comfortable and familiar.
Clear guiding icons and instructive labels supply the user
with a helpful guide.

Dashboard

Our e-learning solution has a customizable "Dashboard" for
providing students with links to their various subjects and
activities within them.
These activities can range from unread forum posts,
calendar appointments and new upcoming assignments.

Classroom

The classroom area is where you as a teacher adds resources
and activities for students to complete.
It might be a simple page with downloadable documents or it
might be a complex set of tasks where learning progresses.
through interaction.
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Manage the learning effectively and generate
reports that help you make informed decisions.
Activities and
Assessment

There are over 12 different types of activities, below are
just a few examples:


Assignments - Grade and give comments on
uploaded files and assignments created on and off
line



Glossary - Enables participants to create and
maintain a list of definitions, like a dictionary



Lesson - For delivering content in flexible ways



Quiz - Set quiz tests, which may be automatically
marked and feedback to correct answers shown



SCORM - Enables SCORM packages to be included as
course content

Communication
and Feedback

Email and internal communication takes place in various
forms and the modules below help facilitate this process:


Chat module - Allows students and teachers to have
a real-time synchronous discussion



Feedback module - For creating and conducting
surveys to collect feedback

Collaboration
Reporting
Module

To support in collaboration, forums and wikis can be enabled
on a class or topic basis.


Forum - Allows users to have asynchronous discussions



Wiki - A collection of web pages that anyone can add
to or edit

Tracking and Reports

Our LMS contains a wide array of reports covering


Activity completion



Course completion



Site usage



Participation etc
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Science Content: We supply readymade content
for Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Core Science and
Mathematics, covering SS2 and 3.
We have built a large suite of world class quality interactive content and more is being
added daily.


Bite-size courses - These courses are broken down into small bite-size topics,
which support quick consumption, better retention and are perfect for
revision.



Simulations - We have created innovative simulations that help explain
abstract topics and create greater engagement and understanding.
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Exam Centre - We have thousands of exam questions cover the sciences and
you can even add your own. The online exam can be timed, automatically
marked and feedback given.



Microsoft Training Center - We offer over 500 tutorials and videos covering
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel and Outlook.

Live Demo - We have opened up some of our content for you to see.
Physics Tutorial: Velocity - Time Graph
http://www.i-connectproject.com/elearning/course/view.php?id=379
Microsoft Word Tutorials : Videos
http://www.i-connectproject.com/elearning/course/view.php?id=20
Simulations
http://www.i-connectproject.com/simulations/angles/
http://www.i-connectproject.com/simulations/gaslaws/
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Customization
The FS E-learning Hub comes in THREE forms:
Plug and Play : This give your students access to our all our
content and exam centre, anywhere and at anytime.
Plug, Play and Edit : This allows teachers to use the entire
platform to setup courses, collect assignments and create
tests and still use and edit the content we provide.
Mobiles and Tablets running locally : This is similar to "Plug
and Play" but all content is stored locally on customized
tablets and no internet connection is required.

Customize the FS LMS
to fit your school's
requirements

We offer our platform on a per users basis which gives you
the customer more flexibility depending on the amount of
students you want enrolled.
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CONTACT US TODAY!
Future Software Resources Ltd.
3rd Floor, Africa Re-Insurance Building,
Plot 1679, Karimu Kotun Street,
Victoria Island, Lagos.
E: info@futuresoft-ng.com
T: +234 1 2705560 Ext. 631
W: www.futuresoft-ng.com

The FS LMS Solution is powered by Moodle

